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7. if the games are to be believed, the show has a fairly coherent ending in mind. i dont know if that means the arc is the only thing that makes sense or if it means the writers are so thrilled to be doing something else that theyve allowed their narrative cart to steer itself. but
whatever the case, i suspect true detective has no choice but to end on a note of regret, regret for the broken promises of the past, the broken promises of the present, the broken promises of the future. the sorrow cohle and marty feel, the sense of belonging and belonginglessness
that cohle and marty feel, is borne out in that final shot, as cohle sits in the back of a squad car with a half-smile on his face. the fact that cohle and marty and the rest of us have all been wrong about each other, and the fact that they have and we have, is the tragedy of this show. 8.
the other thing that makes true detective so powerful is the fact that every single character is incapable of being explained. everyone is in awe of the cop, the drugs, the wife, the business, the history, the relationship, the biker gang, the oil business, the cia. there are no formulas to
explain them, no explanations. the fact that theyre all there, that we dont have to know how to make them do what they do, that those things are not going to be explained is the most delightful change that the show has made. its a great disappointment when the show breaks the

rules, and from the first episode, true detective complies. cohle takes the dive, and it only makes sense. the blu-ray disc it's really too bad about the wax dummy in mcconaughey's seat every time cohle and marty take a drive somewhere. the view is practically always from the
passenger's side, and something about the lighting and background compositing renders the star a dull, hepatitic yellow. it's a horrifying distraction, because once the leads step out of their cruiser, true detective becomes a showpiece for hbo's blu-ray output. the 1.78:1, 1080p

image maintains crispness, depth, mild grain, colour warmth, and the crucial chiaroscuros of nighttime crime scenes illuminated by floodlights. (the show was shot in 35mm with the panaflex millennium xl2, so the grain is native.) the stray shot rings with fine edge haloes, suggesting
it was digitally rescaled in post. blacks are deep, not nuanced, sort of like rust cohle. whenever the story lists into feverishness, as any story about crime, drugs, and the south must, arkapaw's lensing makes the fever visible, as in cohle's efforts to infiltrate a ring of idiot bikers. there

are at most three episodes per disc, leaving plenty of room for picture and sound encoding.
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with the first season of true detective now streaming on hbo, some of us are madly debating the truthfulness of the final product. the jury's still out on that one, but one thing we know for sure is that the season is a treat to look at in cinematic form. the distinctive photography of
rising french editor emmanuel "chivo" larcenet is a flawless fit for the show's moody, dreamy aesthetic, which makes for a moody, dreamy viewing experience. (i think of the show as the sort of thing where you just have to have an atmosphere to enjoy it.) larcenet's lensing imbues
the show with a feeling of being in a state of constant contemplation: the characters are rarely looking directly at you, but you can always tell what they're thinking, which in this case is the same thing you're thinking, which is usually "what the fuck is happening here?" the show's
unparalleled beauty is due in no small part to larcenet's work. (also, that "flinty" look in rust cohle's eyes is very intentional.) true detective is a season of intertwining and interlaced stories. the first season revolves around the disappearance and death of a young woman named

ambers moridat, which is investigated by rust cohle, a former police officer who has returned to his home town of ruston, louisiana. (these two are the main protagonists of the season, but there are a few other characters, too.) cohle's partner, the more-or-less competent marty hart,
and a strange, amnesiac, determined detective named dora lange are also part of the investigation. dora's been hired to help out with the case by a local district attorney named gilbough, who doesn't like cohle and is hostile to lange's presence. the second season follows the

investigation into the murder of a young man named will lamotte by cohle and hart, who are working with a young homicide detective named tulip o'hare, and an ex-cop named o'hare, who is investigating another set of murders. then, in the third season, hart and cohle are sent to
california to search for a missing person, who turns out to be a college professor called glen charlock. the man is missing, but his wife is alive, and it's up to cohle to search for her. 5ec8ef588b
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